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Petitioner wishes to respond the Secretary's response to the Court dated May
29th, 2018.
Initially, petitioner wishes to address the size of the original 15'x 20' greenhouse
proffered by VR&E on July 13th, 2016. This original offer was based entirely on the
square footage of petitioner's existing borrowed greenhouse (6'x8') rather than
any amount of square footage actually under cultivation. Petitioner has, in the
past grown substantially larger amounts of produce-some of which was in
unheated, glass-covered planters. With his increase in disabilities, both seNice
connected and non-seNice connected, petitioner has consequently scaled
down the size of his garden. Hence his desire to grow indoors safe from the
elements.
By July 13th, 2016, petitioner's rated disabilities had greatly increased to two
100% schedular ratings and an additional 90% combined. Petitioner's Porphyria
Cutanea Tarda alone precludes growing foodstuffs outside in any weather
conditions due to the sun's damaging effects on his skin. This has always been
the case and was the primary reason for the initial request for a greenhouse in
2011 . The rationale for the structure size was to incorporate all growing indoors.
Toward that end, petitioner consulted with knowledgeable greenhouse sales
persons and was advised that a 24'x 48' structure would address these needs.
That was the preliminary predicate for the request.
Based on different crops needing different lighting or fertilizer needs, a 24'x 28',
or, alternatively, a 24'x24'greenhouse, was eventually considered as the best
size for the various crops. This did not include growing vegetables for others in
the community. Petitioner, on the advice of Mr. Boyd, mutually agreed that a
smaller 24'x28' structure utilizing hydroponic growing would be more than
adequate. This much was accomplished by October 14th, 2016. Somewhere
between October 14th 2016 and November 2017, Mr. Boyd changed his mind
and reverted back to the 15'x20' structur~.
Petitioner has always been transparent in his requests for a sheltered, heated
greenhouse that met ADA requirements. Petitioner presumed the mutually
agreed-to size of a 24'x28' structure would suffice based on the assurances of
the VR&E personnel. At no time did Mr. Boyd voice any concern this was an
excessive or unreasonable request.
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Petitioner seeks, as would any Veteran, the highest and best award obtainable.
See AB v. Brown, 6 Vet. App. 35 (1993) (applicable law mandates that when a
veteran seeks an original or increased rating, it will generally be presumed that
the maximum benefit allowed by law and regulation is sought, and it follows
that such a claim remains in controversy where less than the maximum benefit
available is awarded). While AB deals with compensation claims, the precedent
is still on point. Toward that end, petitioner has made every effort to reach a
mutual understanding and an equitable solution with VR&E personnel.
When Congress enacted 38 USC §3120, they explicitly identified a certain cohort
of Veterans to whom this largesse would apply. §3120(a) identified "severely
handicapped persons" as the intended recipients. §3120(b) further identified
that cohort thusly: " ... only to a veteran who has a serious employment
handicap resulting in substantial part from a service-connected disability."
§3120(e )(1) further set a finite number of those eligible in any given year:
"Programs of independent living services and assistance shall be initiated for no
more than 2, 700 veterans in each fiscal year, and the first priority in the provision
of such programs shall be afforded to veterans for whom the reasonable
feasibility of achieving a vocational goal is precluded solely as a result of a
service-connected disability."
From these admonitions, Congress made it clear very few would be eligible for
this program. Further, in VA Office of General Counsel (OGC) Opinion 34-1997,
the OGC opined in # 11 :

11.
Instead, the plain congressional directive of the current law is that the
Secretary must afford the services and assistance deemed necessary to
accomplish the broad statutory program objective of enabling eligible veterans
to achieve maximum independence in daily living. Thus, if the Secretary
considers a particular service necessary to enable the individual to participate
I
in family and community activities, even when those activities are recreational
in nature, that service may be included as an appropriate part of an individual's
independent living program.
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In the 34-97 OGC precedent it was held that:
" VA has the authority, and responsibility, to provide all services and assistance
deemed necessary on the facts of the particular case to enable an eligible
veteran participating in (an IILP) to live and function independently in his or her
family and community without or with a reduced level of, the services of others.
This includes the authority to approve. when appropriate. services and
assistance that are in whole or part recreational in character when the services
are found to be needed to enable or enhance the veteran's ability to engage in
family and community activities integral to the veteran's achieving his or her
independent living program goals."
From the above, reasonable minds can agree Congress' intent was to provide IL
Program services to a specific cohort- the most severely disabled Veterans who
will never work again in the conventional sense of the term.
On page 14 of the Government Accounting Office memo GA0-13-47 4, VA
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM, IMPROVED
OVERSIGHT OF INDEPENDENT LIVING SERVICES AND SUPPORTS IS NEEDED, the
authors discuss the average disability rating of a typical IL program recipient:
"With regard to severity of service-connected disabilities, more than three
quarters of IL track veterans had a combined service-connected rating of at
least 60 percent. Thirty-four percent of IL track veterans had a combined
service-connected disability rating of 100 percent."
Clearly, the focus of the IL Program was specifically aimed at the most severely
disabled Veterans. In fact 38 CFR §21.160(a) Independent living services, is
unequivocal as to what the purpose is:
"Purpose. The purpose of independent living services is to assist eligible veterans

whose ability to function independently in family, community, or employment is
so limited by the severity of disability (service and nonservice-connected) that
vocational or rehabilitation services need to be appreciably more extensive
than for less disabled veterans."
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"Chevron deference" is granted to the Secretary in the absence of any explicit
Congressional directive in a statute or regulation. However, Chevron deference
can only extend to what Congress has not spoken to explicitly. See Chevron
U.S.A, Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 843-44 (1984) ("If
Congress has explicitly left a gap for the agency to fill, there is an express
delegation of authority to the agency to elucidate a specific provision of the
statute by regulation. Such legislative regulations are given controlling weight
unless they are arbitrary, capricious. or manifestly contrary to the statute.")
The Secretary has also made clear that rehabilitation services need to be
appreciably more extensive than for less disabled Veterans. This winnows the
cohort of severely disabled Veterans into an even smaller one. It is presumed the
Secretary has written the regulation (§21.160) in such a way as to carefully
delineate a difference between two distinct classes of Veterans-i.e. those who
are more severely disabled and those who are "less disabled". One sure way to
identify the more severely disabled Veteran is to gauge him or her by the sum
and nature of their disabilities.
Using the aforementioned information from the GAO 13-474 report stating the
median disability rating for ILP track Veterans is 60%, it follows that a finite
number will need to be accorded appreciably more extensive rehabilitation
services as provided for in §21.160(a). Petitioner submits he more than qualifies
for this category. Petitioner's Porphyria Cutanea Tarda effectively precludes
exposure to summer sun. Petitioner's cryoglobulinemia causes the excessive
gamma globulins in his blood to coagulate at temperatures below 40°
Fahrenheit. Petitioner has had five surgeries that have collectively removed
approximately 95 centimeters of small bowel and the ileum. With no abdominal
diaphramic architecture left, petitioner now has six inoperable ventral hernias.
The list goes on to include congestive heart failure and syncope from low blood
pressure.
Absent any precedential CAVC appeals on IL Programs to cite to, the Court is
tasked with the responsibility of determining if petitioner's ability to function
independently in his family and the community requires appreciably more
extensive ILP services. Petitioner fully well recognizes the Court of Veterans
Appeals is not a court of equity. Thus, any discussion on which size of
greenhouse is more apropos must hinge on a needs-based determination.
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Certainly, using the "appreciably more extensive" yardstick as defined in
§21.160, a larger greenhouse might be for application using the necessary and
vital clause enumerated in VA OGC Precedent 6-2001. Petitioner hopes to be
able to spend a substantial part of every morning working in the greenhouse.
Petitioner's congestive heart failure leaves him short of breath. The distance
back to a water closet in his residence is over 30 yards (uphill). In regards to the
incontinence issue, the space for an incinerating water closet was addressed in
the 24'x28' greenhouse model. Petitioner presumes he will have to store the
chemicals and fertilizers necessary for hydroponic agriculture within the structure
to protect them from the elements. Mr. Boyd fails to address these additional
needs when explaining why or how the original 15'x20' model is adequate.
Notably, it also appears the water closet is no longer part of the grant.
On page two of the Secretary's Response to the Court's May 7th, 2018 Order, the
Secretary states:
"Mr. Boyd contends that VA was confident that the 15' X 20' greenhouse, with
the listed specifications and accoutrements, would meet Petitioner's
independent living needs and would be fully accessible and functional in
meeting his individual avocational pursuits. Exhibit 1 at 1-2."
Petitioner would point out that Mr. Boyd was just as equally confident several
years earlier when he offered the exact same greenhouse sans any hydroponic
or lighting gear whatsoever. In point of fact this very same 2016 offer was made
prior to any mutual discussion of petitioner's numerous non-service connected
disabilities. It is incomprehensible to the petitioner how this one-size-fits-all
greenhouse mentality is now applicable when the circumstances and added
needs necessary and vital to function independently in everyday living have
metastasized into a far greater need for more extensive rehabilitation seNices.

The Secretary avers in his declaration on page two:
"Mr. Boyd states that VA staff attempted to explain to Petitioner that the
"criteria and justification used to determine the size of the proposed greenhouse
is based on his individual independent living needs and not that of his desire for
a greenhouse large enough for the community to have access."
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Petitioner would point out that Mr. Boyd mutually co-authored the 20'X28'
greenhouse IILP and the presumption of regularity presumes he is competent in
his duties as the VR&E Officer. In the instant case, it was Mr. Boyd who
wholeheartedly agreed to the mutually agreed upon 24'x28' size decisionincluding the extra hydroponic accoutrements. It would be inconceivable for
any VR&E Officer to formulate and mutually agree to a specific IILP all the while
knowing full well it would be subsequently denied at the Central Office level. In
retrospect Mr. Boyd's post hoc rationalizations ring hollow.
Oddly, in responding to the Court's request for more information on the
suitability of the original, smaller structure, it appears that planning for a 24'x28'
greenhouse was never even considered.
For the record, at no time in the past eight years during the pendency of his
request for ILP services has petitioner ever intimated "his desire for a greenhouse
large enough for the community to have access." Petitioner testified under oath
at his BVA Travel Board hearing to the following:

In May 2012, a document for the Veteran's orientation to the Independent
Living program noted that he "want[ed] an extension added to his existing
green house," and that he "[grew] tomatoes and other vegetables for his
family and [took] the remainder to a co-op food bank." May 2012 Special
Report of Training. The note reported that the Veteran stated he wanted to
be independent and self-sufficient from the local grocery store, and
characterized this activity as avocational. Id. It further noted that he did not
require help in performing this activity. BVA Decision# 73-09 654A dated
9!04!2075.
On page three of Respondent's response, The Secretary contends petitioner has
not provided evidence to substantiate his claim that he requires a larger
greenhouse. Petitioner begs to differ. For the last seven years, he has supplied
ample information to any who would listen of what his needs were from just a
medical standpoint. In all regards, petitioner's input has been ignored. Post hoc
rationalizations aside, the VR&E officer's contentions are unsubstantiated. Why
else would he readily agree to a larger greenhouse?
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At the April 29th, 2015 Travel Board hearing, petitioner testified under oath that
he cultivated plant starts from seed and gave them away free to needy
Veterans in the community to cultivate (see Travel Board hearing transcript
page 15 attached).
A Veterans Law Judge (VLJ) is a trier of fact. And, much like a successful
compensation appeaL the VLJ grants the increase but the Agency of
Jurisdiction is responsible for effecting the grant and, by extension in the instant
case here, mutually deciding a greenhouse size adequate for the needs of the
Veteran. In that regard, it is not peculiar that the VLJ did not specify any specific
size of greenhouse. In the instant case, the VLJ would never be expected to
dictate a specific size. The VLJ's decision revolved around whether a
greenhouse was necessary and vital to a successful rehabilitation.
Mr. Boyd's declaration included a discussion about contacting a representative
from Farmtek, a nationally acknowledged expert on greenhouses. Petitioner
originally turned to Farmtek himself when trying to gauge the proper size
needed. The Farmtek representative was doubtful a 15'x20' would work. The
problem is elementary. In such a small footprint, it would be impossible to raise a
variety of crops due to the differing needs of each. The technician indicated it
would work quite well for raising 150 heads of lettuce. Or. .. 20 tomato plants.
Or. .. 20 butternut squash plants ad nauseum. Attempting to cultivate various
different crops in a hydroponic setting requires similarity of the produce- e.g.
tomato plants need different chemicals and lighting than do leaf lettuce. In a
smaller greenhouse, it is virtually impossible to create multiple microenvironments for dissimilar crops.
Petitioner's various disabilities have all been analyzed by his treating physician
and he has been diagnosed as capable of accomplishing an IL Program with
special attention to weight lifting restrictions and provisions for a water closet
that can dispose of the waste via incineration on site. Assuming, arguendo, that
Mr. Boyd and his merry crew of design team members can squeeze in a water
closet and storage for innumerable different fertilizers, mixing tanks and
hydroponic gear, a 15'x20' greenhouse might be for application in the instant
case. Petitioner notes that in trying to ensure a 15'x20' structure will be
adequate, the VR&E officer was forced to remove the water closet. Nowhere in
the Respondent's response is this anomaly addressed.
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Petitioner chalked out the footprint of the 15'x20' structure on the ground and is
mystified how he will be able to grow even :half of what he was growing in his
6'x8' borrowed greenhouse and the 4 unheated raised planters with heavy glass
covers. Mr. Boyd confuses petitioner's former growing capabilities as solely a
product of the existing greenhouse whereas in reality, the other three unheated
structures produced equal amounts of foodstuffs-but only in warm weather. The
Secretary attempts to compare apples to oranges in order to arrive at a justified
size or square footage. Petitioner's sole purpose was to incorporate all these
individual components under one roof. The objective was and is to safely
cultivate out of the deleterious effects of sunlight in a temperature-controlled
environment.
Petitioner seeks nothing more, but certainly nothing less, than that authorized by
law. It is amply clear that Congress recognized some Veterans are far more
disabled than others. For this unique subgroup the rehabilitation seNices need to
be appreciably more extensive than for less disabled veterans. The Secretary
seems to equate the IL Program with profligate, unnecessary spending on
expensive hobbies. This has been the totality of petitioner's experience over the
last seven years when dealing with the local VR&E representatives.
Lastly, petitioner would direct the Court's attention to the testimony of former
Director, VR&E SeNices Ruth Fanning's testimony before the House Veterans
Affairs Committee in Congress on July 1Oth, 2008:
"The VR&E Officer must approve IL program costs exceeding the counselor
approval limit of $25,000 per calendar year. Program costs exceeding $75,000
per calendar year can be approved by the Director of the VA Regional Office.
Program costs in excess of $100,000 per calendar year and IL-related
construction costs exceeding $25,000 must be approved by the Director of
VR&E SeNice."
Petitioner would ask the Court to note the conjunctive construction of Ms.
Fanning's sentence. The "and" conjoins program costs exceeding $100,000 but
separates the actualll-related costs of construction exceeding $25,000.
Reasonable minds can agree that Ms. Fanning's testimony was clear and
unequivocal in stating construction costs exceeding $25,000 only applied to IILPs
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that exceed $1 00,000.
Presuming Director Fanning was correct, the same tenets would be applicable
in 2011 at the inception of petitioner's quest for IL Services. Petitioner submits the
actual construction costs of the proposed 24'x28' greenhouse would not
exceed $25,000 when divorced from the cost of the accoutrements. As it stands,
petitioner may never find out.
Lastly, the VR&E Officer speaks in the past tense regarding petitioner's
greenhouse grant. Petitioner begs the Court to grant equitable tolling of a
15'x20' greenhouse grant should it decide the 15'x20' greenhouse is feasible.

ctfully submitted,

~.Lt
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DATE
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Graham, Gordon

April29, 2015
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Vito Clementi, Judge

WITNESS

----------,:-----
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JUDGE: This is Vito Clementi. I'm holding a hearing of the Board of Veterans~
Appeals in Seattle, Washington. This is the claim of the veteran Gordon Graham, file
Mr. Graham is present in the hearing room with his attorney, Mr.
Robert Walsh (phonetic). At this time, I'll administer the oath to Mr. Graham.

(OATH ADMINISTERED)

JUDGE: Thank you. Mr. Walsh, uh, and I had a-- a prehearing conference with, uh,
with Mr. Graham. There are two fundamental issues, uh, to the, uh, claim today, both
involving, urn, the increased rating for, uh, for a (inaudible) contained in his heart,
otherwise known as PCT.

Uh, the veteran is, urn, arguing for an alternative diagnostic code. He specifically points
to the, uh, diagnostic code for anemia and you have recurrent phlebotomy, correct?

MR. WALSH: Correct.

JUDGE: Okay, and also, uh, a separate manifestation -- separate and compensable
evaluation for skin manifestations. I've also been asked to consider a special monthly
compensation increase. So with that, I'm-- I'm going to turn it over to Mr. Walsh. Sir,
you may -- you may go ahead.

MR. WALSH: Thank you, Your Honor. Uh, let me put my appearance on the record.
I'm Robert P. Walsh. My address is 2 Michigan Avenue West, Suite 301, Battle Creek,
Michigan, 49017, and my telephone number is 269-962-9693.

Mr. Graham, would you state your -- and spell your name for the record, please?

-------------------------------------
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VETERAN: Gordon Alexander Graham, last name is G-R-A-H-A-M, first name, G-0R-D-0-N.

MR. WALSH: And what's your address?

VETERAN: 14910 I 25th Street KP N, Gig Harbor, Washington, 98329.

MR. WALSH: And did you file the, uh, pro se petition for a writ of mandamus with the
Veteran's Court back in January, didn't you?

VETERAN: Yes, I did.

MR. WALSH: And that was assigned docket number 15-112.

VETERAN: That's correct.

MR. WALSH: And there were seven issues in, uh, in your prayer for relief, and we're
here today, and-- and basically, there's only two-- two of those, which is the VR&E
dispute over the greenhouse and some other VR&E issues, and then there's the-- the
problems here where we're trying to establish the-- the proper, urn, diagnostic code and-and rating percentage for PCT.

VETERAN: With one addition possibly, and that is because they returned my 10 percent
skin rating when they discovered CUE, when they rerated me on February 27,2015, they

gave me my claw (phonetic) back on the 10 percent for skin.
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l have been awaiting that now for-- since I was denied equitable relief back in 2010, and
I have a separate IMO from a private ARPN showing that I do have more than20 percent
of my skin involved, which is worth a 30 percent rating, if they're using the 1994
schedule ofVA (inaudible).

MR. WALSH: And-- and they-- and they did, and-- and as reflected in the appendixto
our brief we filed today, urn, they did give you a 40 percent rating for fibromyalgia. That
was one of the-- one of your reliefs you sought, and they, urn--

VETERAN: That's correct, finally.

MR. WALSH: -- and --and they-- they-- they still haven't converted your file to
digital, to VBMS, but they-- they promised us that, with all deliberate speed, they're
going to get it backed up,

VETERAN: They said it wasn't right for reproduction.

MR. WALSH: Basically telling Judge Davis to go out and play in -- in this -- in -- in -in traffic or something. Urn, exhibit A is-- is a, uh, to-- to our brief today is the, uh, uh,
is the VA-9 that you prepared dated 10/25/2014, and then you appended to that a
memorandum of law. Did you prepare that, Mr. Graham? Can you-- do you remember
that?

VETERAN: If it occurred before January 17th, it was prose, then I probably did.

MR. WALSH: Yes, and then you also prepared, urn, a document that you called a
rebuttal to the May 7, 2014 VR&E SSOC, and there was some discussion that-- that that
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document wasn't in the record, but-- but you found your return XXXTRACK 2XXX
receipts.

VETERAN: I have my return receipt. They insisted I did not file any rebuttal to the May
7, 2014 SSOC that was issued to me. When I contacted the VR&E officer, his name is
David Boyd (phonetic), and he was in this building, he said to make sure that, uh, any
rebuttal that I had to put in my rebuttal and send it. So I did --

MR. WALSH: So we'll offer--

VETERAN: -- and they never answered the SSOC.

MR. WALSH: This is an extra copy so we can --

VETERAN: Yeah, he can have it.

JUDGE: Thank you.

MR. WALSH: We can offer that.
JUDGE: The -- the veteran and his counsel have shown me that, a separate copy of the,
uh --

MR. WALSH: You got the other -- the other page of this?
JUDGE: --rebuttal to the, uh, May 7, 2014 VR&E SSOC. Go ahead, Mr. Walsh.
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MR. WALSH: Urn, one of the things that's a little concerning in-- in all of this today is,
urn, urn, uh, Mr. Graham has done a, uh, a survey, and-- and Mr. Graham's nom de plum
is Ask Not, and-- and I don't know if you're aware that he-- he runs a blog, and he-- he
tries to help the other veterans who are having issues with hepatitis C. That's the focus of
that.

Um. he's-- he's, um. I think. an authority on the air gun and transmission of infections
by air gun, and-- and he really, urn, uh, has-- has taken a very academic and-- and
thorough, uh, approach to-- to hepatitis C.

And he -- he says that's reflected in -- in a lot of favorable and, uh, much more informed
decisions from the Board and the Regional Offices now in that area because he's helped a
lot of people.

VETERAN: Bob, I believe I gave that to you.

MR. WALSH: Okay, maybe it's sitting around here, but in any event there's a-- a--

JUDGE: Again, I'm going to be taking notes (inaudible) as you (inaudible)--

MR. WALSH: Sure, that's (inaudible).

VETERAN: Here it is. There you go.

MR. WALSH: Okay, so, urn, one of-- one of the problems that Mr. Graham has, and it's

a concern I share and, I think, some members of Congress and some of the VSOs share, is
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that, uh, VR&E went into a very nascent stage, urn, prior to certainly the 1990 Gulf War.
They never really recovered from it.

Uh, Congress, uh, and the VA have thrown some money at VR&E, but, urn, Mr. Graham
has done a statistical analysis of VR&E --

VETERAN: Using VR&E's own published record.

MR. WALSH: --and he-- he finds it interesting that, urn, in Washington state, there are,
uh, 19,779 veterans that are totally disabled, either scheduler 100 percent or getting
TDIU, and only 16 last year got-- got any VR&E benefits.

VETERAN: That's right. It's been going downhill ever since.

MR. WALSH: And -- and -- and he -- he finds that, uh, when you run these statistics,
and then nationwide, he ran them in all the offices, uh, they're pretty compelling that-that this outfit just takes up office space and gets -- and -- and paying benefits and --

VETERAN: Wyoming has never seen an ILP granted since 2004.

JUDGE: Let me -- let me stop you a minute. And the VR -- VR&E benefits specifically
that you are looking for --

MR. WALSH: Is a greenhouse.

JUDGE: Greenhouse?

l
8

VETERAN: [fuder t_h~ -- und~r Jl~Q, uh, 3~1J~C3 J~O..~ it ~~ys ~everely g~~bJ~d~
r. .

- -\

-.Y~ter~~,;

MR. WALSH: And -JUDGE: \A__ri~ what-- ~-c1-- ~d what d9e_s --what 9Qt!~:th~t ~e_nhotJ_§~.l fo.r ili~-r~~g~;
\fn4lc~fe?)

VETERAN: {[):?iQtc;~tim~- !ri>m tfle ~tffi ~11<Cu6, -ternpel(ltl!re, low tempera~i~i~®

(qf my cry~[Ql?ulinemi";! ~11~ IDY PQ!PJ!Yti.~~

it ~nQ~ m~ ~~~~~~<)~h_~ QY~ide.~

MR. WALSH: Show your finger. Let the record reflect that --

VETERAN: (inaudible) number one for the summer coming up right now.

MR. WALSH: --to his right knuckle. there's a. urn, protrusion--

VETERAN: White spot.

MR. WALSH: --a white spot.

VETERAN: And I'm going to have hundreds of those before the end of the summer.

JUDGE: And so the argument is that what you 1re seeking-- what you're seeking right
now would include my jurisdiction of that greenhouse benefit given to you, right?
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MR. WALSH: Right. It-- ifs, uh, there's a-- there were two, urn, VA-8s to-- in-- in
the prayer for relief in mandamus, urn, the 100 percent PCT issue was there, as well as
the effective date. Now, they corrected the effective date. They've granted that.

And then the, urn, VR&E issue --let --let's get the photographs over here, Alex, and
we'll offer those, too. Here are, urn, and-- and this-- this little tiny greenhouse is your
mother-in-law's. right?

VETERAN: That is correct.

MR. WALSH: Your mother-in-law--

VETERAN: They contend otherwise.

MR. WALSH: But your mother-in-law owns this little greenhouse, and you-- you're
allowed to use it, but, urn, this exhibit depicts a standard size wheelchair --

VETERAN: VA issue. XXXTRACK 3XXX

MR. WALSH: -- which -- which cannot --

JUDGE: These are in the record already?

MR. WALSH: No, those -- this is -- this is a new exhibit.
JUDGE: Okay.
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MR. WALSH: Which cannot get through the -JUDGE: I see.
MR. WALSH: -- cannot get through the door of the -- of the greenhouse.
VETERAN: 1 have repeatedly asked, uh, uh, VR&E officials to address that in my
original request, in my denial, in my SOC, and then the SSOC, and I have yet to have
them addressed.
JUDGE: So there·s --has been there any-- has there been any-- there's been a-- a
rating decision that den.ied you that, and -MR. WALSH: A statement of the case and a VA-9.

JUDGE: -- a -- and a statement of the case, and that has not been adjudicated by
(inaudible).
VETERAN: They issued a supplemental statement of the case. I rebutted that with new
evidence.
JUDGE: Right.
VETERAN: (fheyacc-useg meolli~Y..i!Jgjp~~:&~iiholiSe~~ There's one of my
greenhouses right there.
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MR. WALSH: But they told the court --now, we- we must stand on --on General
Counsers, urn-

VETERAN: That· s what they told the court.

MR. WALSH: -- documentation to the court that they had -- that they had issued a -- a -a VA-8 and certified this appeal. So we!re --we're taking it on faith that this VR&E
issue is, in fact, in the system.

JUDGE: l see, so that (inaudible)-- so the- so the assertion is that this is before me
right now.

MR. WALSH: Yes.

JUDGE: Okay.

VETERAN: Because they never addressed the SSOC at the-- on another level.

MR. WALSH: Here's a-- here's another exhibit--

JUDGE: Gentlemen, you're-- you're--

VETERAN: I'm sorry.

JUDGE: Uh, one at a time.

VETERAN: 1 --I'll shut up.
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JUDGE: I -- I got to listen to this. I got to make sure. Go ahead, Mr. Walsh.

MR. WALSH: So-- so jurisdictionarily (phonetic), we're-- we're-- we're on all fours
that you have jurisdiction over this VR&E greenhouse issue, and, in fact, urn, it's-- it's,
um, we think it's-- it's going to be easy to lay the dust on it. We think it's a walkover.
It's well briefed in the-- in the documents that you're getting.

JUDGE: And, uh, explain to me about greenhouses. What -- what VA does -- what
VR&E will do is they'll build-- they'll build a larger greenhouse?

VETERAN: Yeah.

JUDGE: Okay.

VETERAN: And they'll have raised tables, and they'll have rubber mats on the floors so
my wheelchair will roll over or ifi fall over, I won't get a brain concussion on a concrete
slab but--

MR. WALSH: Right, and you'll see in the briefing that-- and this-- this goes back to
Carol Scott's (phonetic) mantra about the lack of training of VA adjudicators, that they're
saying, well, it's recreational, and you don't need it. That's the way all these things are
being denied.
VETERAN: They told me it was avocational. There was no provision for avocational.
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MR. WALSH: That's not in the regulation, and that's not in the statute. That's just made
up M-28 stuff that they've sort of self-hypnotized themselves into, as you so often see,
but here's another, wn, another exhibit, another photograph, that depicts, urn, urn, the
walker, and the walker can fit through the door of the existing small greenhouse.

VETERAN: But there's no place for me to turn around and sit down in it.

MR. WALSH: Right, but what -- what Mr. Graham wants is a little small ADAcompliant greenhouse. Now, what does the greenhouse accomplish? It screens him from
ultraviolet, which causes these protrusions on his skin, his skin eruptions.
VETERAN: &.\ncf~!f}t~§J:t~~t(!d, J cao.stay Qut th~r<; whnq4t h~ving tl}is.~
(~tyqg(Q.~yljn~mia_: wflich ~ Hk~ blood mud. My blood starts to solidify,-uh, 6elo~ 40)

~~gr~~s~~~gtllate

inside my extrim1tit;.~, li]<<; mi eA_~ mY hm1d.2 my !lQ~t;, iny teet)

nJDGE: And so this -- and so the objection on the part of VR&E, as I understand it, is
that -- that this is a recreational endeavor --

VETERAN: And it's prohibited.

JUDGE: --and under-- and under the law that you cite, under 383120, I'm-- I'm
empowered to grant this benefit based upon enumerated criteria, right?

MR. WALSH: Yes.

JUDGE: Okay, all right. Can-- anything else on the greenhouse? I'd like to move on to
(inaudible).
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MR. WALSH: Just the-- just the photographs. We're going to-- and--

JUDGE: And these are all going to come into the record?
MR. WALSH: ~t1re.)~ye~~IJ: ~An~f_--~ii!.<Lhire'~ ~11.QJlle~ on,~ tha! deJ?i~s_,_ \.!m,_ $0In~, !Ji!b)

~soi;iles~ie~n 40-<>r~~~_s9m~ ---~gme~ l!l1-~9.!Q~ ~torn\ windows., and Mr~ Gr<Ilia~mha$maae)
I

..

\8,Qtl

r.--··

. ..

..

.

Qf aJieJ9~~p.J!dient _gr~enhou§e ou!_<2f them;
-~·

...

~-~--

----,

(fhe p_roblem is -j

MR. WALSH: Urn, the problem with it is that these things weigh about 40 pounds each,
and Mr. Graham has a clinically-determined weight restriction of 10 pounds.

JUDGE: Have you-- have you marked these already, Mr. --Mr. Walsh?

MR. WALSH: I haven't marked them. I --1'11-l'lllet you-- I'll let you mark them.

JUDGE: (inaudible).

MR. WALSH: And-- and, urn, and here's, uh, here's one, uh, there's-- there's two here
with, urn, uh -VETERAN: That's (inaudible).
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MR. WALSH: -- with the Stanley tape, uh, showing that the --that the opening is only
28 inches in the existing, urn, greenhouse of his mother-in-law, but his mother-in-law is

kind of enough to let him use, and, you know, it's there, but XXXTRACK 4XXX that's
not the point. The point is he wants an ADA-compliant greenhouse that he can set up
that he can -- he can really work in, urn.

VETERAN: [

4i~~I.QlfQ:r y~~ralls wi~ll mY gre~Dh<?!lli~ ~<;tiviti~§~ lg4.f! Rlii1i~stat1§.:~an4 (

{give ibi;:m-to-vet~ra_TI~ tl1-IDY ~<mimunlty and afl<iw them to have free tomatoes:g~t them
@!lgrowing for_ them:

MR. WALSH: And he -- he --

MR. WALSH: He --he even sends berries to my secretary, who doesn't share them with
me.

VETERAN: I grew the berries.

MR. WALSH: That's a --that's a local administrative problem, not his, but I do want to
point out that I never got the benefit of those berries.

JUDGE: Let me, uh, let me describe this. Uh, Exhibit 1 photograph is a, urn, is a
photograph of the, uh, the front of a-- of a greenhouse. It's got a wheelchair in the-- the
door. The wheelchair-- on the back of the wheelchair is breezies (phonetic). Left ofthe

wheelchair, uh, is a trashcan. That's Exhibit 1.
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Exhibit 2 is a kneeling walker, also in the door of the greenhouse. Marked Exhibit 3 is a
window panel of--

MR. WALSH: It's a storm --like a storm (inaudible).

VETERAN: Shower doors, actually, I believe is what they were.

JUDGE: (inaudible) laid out on, uh, wooden slats over--

VETERAN: The raised planar.

JUDGE: --(inaudible). Exhibit 4 is another raised shower door over what appears to be
lettuce.

MR. WALSH: Lettuce.

JUDGE: Exhibit 5 is a, urn, is a measurement from,. uh, probably 17.5 inches to 33
inches. What is-- what is this photograph (inaudible)?

MR. WALSH: That's--

VETERAN: That is a tape measure of-- ofthe opening of the door where the-- the
wheelchair was trying to go in at. So it shows it's 28 inches.

JUDGE: Oh, that's-- thafs --

MR. WALSH: It's not--
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VETERAN: It's not ADA~compliant.

JUDGE: And Exhibit 6 is the same?

VETERAN: That's an interior shelf measurement that shows you how wide a room I
have to work inside the existing greenhouse.

JUDGE: I see, okay. Anything else on the greenhouse?

MR. WALSH: I think that covers it very well.
JUDGE: Okay.

VETERAN: Did you-- have you admitted, uh, VA, uh, OGC Precedent 2498?

MR. WALSH: Right.
JUDGE: Yes, we have that here.

MR. WALSH: Right, you can -- 2498?
JUDGE: 3497, we have 3497, but just elude to it. I'll look it up. What's the, uh, what's
the number on it?
VETERAN: Uh -- uh --34-1997, and the second one is, uh, 6-2001. 6-2001 deals with
having access to outside so that you have sunlight in the outdoors, so to speak, but--
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JUDGE: In the context of that PCT.

VETERAN: Right.

MR. WALSH: In -- in the context of the greenhouse.

VETERAN: In a protected context so that it-- I'm not harmed by that. 3497 purports to
refute the a vocational versus vocational argument.

JUDGE: Okay.

MR. WALSH: It says it's meritless.

JUDGE: Okay. let's talk about the, urn, tell me about the alternative diagnostic code. Do
you have--

VETERAN: 4.15 -- J15a is the one for, uh, dialysis. Dialysis takes the blood out,
cleanses it, and returns it to the body. My analogy for porphyria is that it takes one pint
of blood out, of which you have ten in your body, and throws it in the trash can, never to
be returned to the body, but by the same token, it reduces the amount of iron or heme, HE-M-E, in the blood.

So if you get one every month, eventually, you start running on empty, and the little red
light that says check engine comes on, and I have to, uh, quit taking phlebotomies for a

couple of months until I can, uh, get back on the other side of that line.
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JUDGE: When -- when you have to stop for a couple of months, how -- how long do you
have to stop doing the phlebotomies?

VETERAN: Probably two to three months maximum.

JUDGE: And --

VETERAN: So generally, I get nine phlebotomies a year.

JUDGE: What-- is there any replacement for the-- for the, uh, you-- you're shaking
your head no.

VETERAN: None whatsoever. You just take it out, and it reduces the heme so it doesn't
damage the liver.

MR. WALSH: And then the blood is regenerated again, replenishing that volume.

VETERAN: American Red Cross states--

JUDGE: (inaudible).

VETERAN: Okay, I'm sorry.

JUDGE: You, um, when you do these phlebotomies, and you have to-- there's a period
of time, is there any kind of cycle to it that you have a phlebotomy. you have to wait a

certain amount -- you have to wait three months? I mean, tell me about -- tell me about
what a 12-month cycle would look like?
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VETERAN: A 12-month cycle would be starting January 1st, I get a phlebotomy. I get a
phlebotomy February 1st, March 1st, April, May, June, July. About September, they
infom1 me that my hematocrit level has sunk below 37 percent, which forbids me to have
any more phlebotomies.

In the meantime, I'm XXXTRACK 5XXX horribly anemic that whole time. I'm dizzy.
Um, I don't lose my mental acuity, but I'm fuzzy.

MR. WALSH: Let -- let the record reflect that the hematocrit is the ability of the body to
clot and heal. So you're turning him into a,

um~

(inaudible) and--

VETERAN: Hematocrit has iron, a --a measurement of iron and -- and blood cells in the
blood, and so if I get too low, 1 get --I run -- I'm in danger of a heart attack.

JUDGE: So you have to run. You run basically from one to, say, seven months, and then
you have a -- you have basically a layup period where you have no phlebotomies, but
you're-- you're-- you're just totally, urn, incapacitated, you know, as a result of-- of no
iron, no, uh, no blood flow.

MR. WALSH: Right, (inaudible).

VETERAN: I-- rm incapacitated for two weeks after a phlebotomy due to the dizziness
and, uh, just I -- the fibromyalgia makes it difficult for me to walk, you know.

JUDGE: I see.

i

I

I
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MR. WALSH: Yeah, and that was the -- that was kind of my -- that was my question, my
point, was there's a cycle within the cycle. The 30-day cycle has some pretty draconian,
uh, side effects and consequences as well.

JUDGE: Yeah.

VETERAN: And so for all intents and purposes, I'm functionally disabled, uh. all year
long. I can't hold a job down. That's; I know, immaterial when you put it in a context
that I do have another 100 percent scheduler rating for hepatitis C, but as we discussed,
we're not focusing on how many 100 percent ratings I can get.

JUDGE: Right. So that if you get-- so that ifl grant an alternative rating as to your
anemia, what then does that lead to for you?

VETERAN: In the future, when I hit the wall and, uh, no longer have use of my legs and
I'm in a wheelchair, I'll be, uh, eligible for SMCL. The 100 percent rating for the
porphyria merely grants me a bump from SMCL to SMCM. That's not something I can
take advantage of now. It -- it would hinge on when l finally become that disabled.

Having fought the Veteran's Administration over 26 years. I've learned how to pre-plan
and plan in advance.

JUDGE: Just out of curiosity, has-- have your physicians given you any indication of
when you'd have to move to a wheelchair?
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VETERAN: They told me that that's going to happen by 2018. I'll still be mobile, uh,
but I -- I will tell you this right now, Your Honor. They have a new drug out called
Sovali, I believe it's called, and it's going to cure hepatitis.

So ifl am cured, then Pm going to live longer. I'll never be able to get rid of the
porphyria. I suspect strongly it's related to Agent Orange, but nobody will give me the
combat exemption, (Laughs) and let me talk about what happened in Vietnam. I was
there tor two years. 1 had quite an exposure to Agent Orange and Agent Blue.

JUDGE: Yeah, okay. So your -- your wheelchair is likely by 2018.

VETERAN: They're saying. It-- it could be 2020 ifl just eat right, and ifl'm cured
with the hepatitis

C~

uh, chances are I probably won't go into a wheelchair until 2025.

JUDGE: You mentioned that, um, we were discussing in the pre-hearing that there's a-you now-- you now have a life expectancy, uh 1 from one of your disorders. Tell me
about that.

VETERAN: They told me in 2007 there was no cure for hepatitis and said that I would
probably be decompensated by 2018 and die shortly thereafter. I've changed my whole
life around. I don't drink. I don't-- don't drink, don't smoke. and don't do anything
nasty to my body and, uh, defied their logic right now. I'm not in a wheelchair. I haven't
become decompensated yet. .

I'm supposed to get on this new drug or asked them to put me on the new drug. I haven't
been triaged on it officially yet, but when I do get the drug, there's a high probability that
I'll live to my old age, and that's what I'm hoping for.
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MR. WALSH: But-- but you have -- you do have this history. You had a very extended
hospitalization a few years ago. Tell about that.

VETERAN: In 2009, I came down with what they suspected was Crohn's disease, and I
had four operations in the hospital, and I would love to show you what's on my belly
here, but basically, it's the largest piece of cadaver skin you've ever seen in your life. If
you'd like to see it, I'd be more than happy to show it to you.

JUDGE: No, that's all right, (inaudible).

VETERAN: That's all right. It's not that ugly . It's just weird. Anyway, it-- that's
reduced my lifting ability to zilch, 5, 10, 15 pounds.

Uh, I've got four ventral hernias coming through it because they used a vacuum wound
pump on it against XXXTRACK 6XXX all the strictures for AlloDerm, and, uh, I'm not
going to go after an 1151 claim, Your Honor. I -- I want to finish my adjudications and
just go home.

JUDGE: Tell me about-- tell me about the -- the separate compensable evaluation. The,
urn, the statement of the case indicates the PCT granted March '94, the, uh, the RO found
that you-- that it's largely limited to your hands, uh, higher evaluation, you now have a
10 percent.

A higher evaluation (inaudible) is not warranted under the, uh, previous criteria, unless

you have constant exudation or itching. Um, 30 percent is not warranted a new criteria
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unless the record shows dermatitis or eczema involving 20 to 40 percent of the entire
body.

VETERAN: And that's why I'm submitting a new IMO to-- showing you that it should
be 30 percent.

JUDGE: Okay.

MR. WALSH: And this is anIMO by Jules R. Fleischner (phonetic), urn, a physician's
assistant dated --

VETERAN: Watch out, the (inaudible)-- it just-- it came unstable.

MR. WALSH: --dated-- dated May 14, uh, 2004.

JUDGE: Who was-- was who the, uh, examiner (inaudible)-- examiner again?

MR. WALSH: Jules, J-U-L-E-S, middle initial R, Fleischner, F-L-E-1-S-C-H-N-E-R, a
physician·s assistant from Swedesboro, New Jersey, and the curriculum vitae dated July
20 l 0 for Jules Fleischner.

JUDGE: Okay. Can you just describe, uh, what the-- (inaudible)?

MR. WALSH: Where these -- oh, these photographs are -- okay. So there are, urn, a
number of photographs that are photographic exhibits to that showing the --the skin

conditions that --

---

- - - - - - - - - -
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VETERAN: That support the 30 percent rating.

JUDGE: Let me just-- let me describe that. We have, urn, well, there's the first photo.

VETERAN: I had to scramble to get this together, and I apologize that it's a little--

JUDGE: No, it's fine. Ifs fine.

VETERAN: --a little disjointed.

JUDGE: And the photographs-- the separate photographs you've just handed me, are-are they (inaudible)?

MR. WALSH: Yes, they've -- they've come -- come --

JUDGE: Oh, they are, okay. Let me --let me return these photographs (inaudible).

VETERAN: They have never been entered into the record.

JUDGE: Oh, okay.

VETERAN: No, you keep all that.

MR. WALSH: They-- they were exhibits to Fleischner's report.
JUDGE: All right, well, what I'm going to do is rm going to take a moment, and I'm
going to make sure we have these, describe them.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~---------~---~----

l
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Mr. Walsh has handed me a, urn, a letter from, urn, from Mr. Fleischner, the, uh,
physician's assistant, dated, uh, May 14, 2014. Two pages of opinion, a third page on
medical literature cited, followed by a curriculum vitae of one, two, three pages, followed
by a photograph, uh, numbered number one of the left dorsal forearm, followed by, uh, a
photograph of the left dorsal hand, followed by the left dorsal forearm, followed by left
dorsal and interior forearm.

And in a separate series of photographs, I have a, uh, photograph, which I'll--I'll note
as, urn, number, urn, or letter A.

MR. WALSH: Oh, here's some more numbers, so.

JUDGE: Okay. I'll note it as letter A, left upper back with a measurement of
approximately, I would say, 15 inches when you examine the paper ruler.

VETERAN: Those are centimeters.

JUDGE: Centimeters? Okay, centimeters, thank you, sir.

VETERAN: Right.

JUDGE: And then, uh, B would be the, uh, upper middle back, C would be the right
upper back, D would be the left dorsal hand, E would be the chest, and then I have
another series of photographs. F would be the right upper arm dorsal, G would be the

right interior forearm, H would be the right dorsal hand, XXXTRACK 7XXX I would be
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another photograph of the right dorsal hand showing the, uh, veteran making a fist, J
would be the right dorsal forearm, that would be J, so I' 11 include all those in the record.

And so basically the contention is is that it's a lot more widespread, the skin disorder,
than is reflected by the current rating, correct?

VETERAN: The-- Yes, sir. The July 18,2008 examination by, uh, the, uh, Dr. Morgan
(phonetic) and the, uh, what was it? What's the name of that place-- the-- that medical
exam was?

MR. WALSH: QTC, yeah.

VETERAN: QTC, uh, was a very, very preemptory five minute thing. I walked in, and
he says where does it afl'ect you? And 1said, well, my hands and my forearms, and he
said, well, it looks like it's in remission. And I said, yes, I have the phlebotomy, and he
says, well, I don't need to take any pictures of this, very good.

And that's when he recited, yeah, you're doing the phlebotomies. Stay out ofthe sun, no
heavy lifting, no mechanical trauma because even the softest edge of wood, ifl bang my
hang against it when my hematocrit is high creates a laceration, opens my hands right up
or whatever I hit, legs, foream1s.

JUDGE: And so obviously, this -- this skin disability worsens in time of upgraded
sunlight, correct?

VETERAN: Y cs, sir.
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JUDGE: Yeah, they do, and you had -- do you have lesions when these things come up?
I mean, the skin pops open and --

VETERAN: Yeah, they look like a little white zit.

JUDGE: Yeah, yeah.

MR. WALSH: That's going to open up.

VETERAN: That's going to open up and seberate (phonetic) or whatever. Some fluid
will come out of it.

JUDGE: (inaudible) your point-- your point is (inaudible) the blistering on the right
hand.

VETERAN: That just started, but it's going to get worse during the summer.

JUDGE: Do you know if Mr. Fleischner has measured -- measured a percentage chronic
incurable disease? It-- it indicates (inaudible) chronic incurable disease evident on 20
percent -- on greater than 20 percent of his surface, okay.

MR. WALSH: Now --

VETERAN: 7815 says more than 5 but less than 20 for 10 percent, and then more than
20 percent. then you go jump to 30 percent, so.

,---~~~~~~~-------

---

------------
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JUDGE: So you're looking-- you're looking for a higher-- you're looking for a 30
percent?

VETERAN: I'm looking for the 30 percent because it's progressively gotten worse from
1994, let alone 2008.

JUDGE: Okay.

MR. WALSH: Now, there's another aspect to this, too, Judge, and-- and that is that,
remember, the phlebotomy draws. So there's a constant every 30 days, there's a-there's a phlebotomy site where he's-- they're drawing blood.

So he's always getting dinged, and those don't always heal up real quick, do they?

VETERAN: Yeah. No, and the other problem is is because, uh, of a heart attack while I
was in the hospital, the VA hospital in 2009, I have to take, uh, warfarin. It's a -- a-- a
blood thinner. It's called Coumadin, I believe, also, and that exacerbates another
problem.

I would be content, Your Honor, to take the skin rating, and we'll just set it to the side

and call it I 00 percent for the porphyria and walk away from it. That's the easiest
adjudication because porphyria does incorporate the skin as well as the hemic system.
Uh, VA -- they try to chase two dogs.

MR. WALSH: But -- but the point is -- right, but -- but -- but-- right, but the finer point
here is that this is not pyramiding but --
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VETERAN: No, it's not. That's why they gave me the 10 percent back on the skin
because iC s skin, 4.118, as opposed to 4.11 -- what's hemic? 4.117?

MR. WALSH: There's the 7 and the 15a, right. The-- the 3 --the 3 of interest is the
4.155a, the 4.117, and the 4.118.

VETERAN: I'm trying to simplify this. VA seems to want to complicate it beyond the
necessarily--

MR. WALSH: And 115a is the equivalent on the -- on the renal dysfunction things, the
dialysis analogy.

JUDGE: (inaudible), are there any codes, well, to your knowledge or Mr. Graham's,
you're-- you're obviously educated on this. Are there any codes other than the PCT that
will get you 100 percent straight up?

I know you're talking about the anemia, but, you know, obviously, and please
understand, this is the first time I've looked at it. Well, yesterday was the first time I've
looked at it. Are there any codes, based upon what you know, other than the PCT that
can you to 100 percent that 1 can apply under the (inaudible) case?

VETERAN: In the, uh, in the application of anemia in the 1994language and
(inaudible), you could give me 100 percent for it because it's near constant, debilitating,
and ad nauseum. They chose 70 percent -- or 60 percent, 1 -- I apologize --

JUDGE: That's fine.
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VETERAN: -- because they called it XXXTRACK 8XXX every acute symptoms of a
chronic situation. Well, the acute symptoms are every month. They're not acute.

MR. WALSH: Which is -- which is chronic.

VETERAN: Thaf s chronic. Uh, the -- the -- the acute word shouldn't enter into this,
and there is a 100 percent rating for anemia, but they did not apply that. They gave me
the 10 percent back for the skin, but you can't rate the skin to 100 percent. There is no
provision for it.

MR. WALSH: And I think the skin stands there just on the monthly pokes and healing
process. It's just a constant --

VETERAN: Well, my attitude about it is going with 4.20 and just strictly using
analogous rating, the only thing that even applies is dialysis because it involves cleansing
of the blood or taking the blood out and throwing it away rather than cleansing it.

JUDGE: (inaudible) process, right.

VETERAN: Correct, and that is-- that's analogous to cleansing the blood because the
blood-- the body replaces the blood with liquid water. You just drink a lot of water, and
it replaces it.

After 56 days, the body regenerates the pint of blood. If you-- that's every 56 days,
according to the American Red Cross. If you wanted to go out and donate blood during
an emergency, they'd only allow you to donate it every 56 days. I donate it every 30
days until I become hotTibly anemic after 8 of these episodes, and then I have to take a
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breather for about three or four months maximum, and then immediately jump right back
into it again for fear that it's going to damage my liver further. I consider that analogous
to dialysis, in essence.

MR. WALSH: And, of course, there' this life limiting, you know, uh, activities of daily,
uh, living, vocational and occupational, is that you've got these dietary restrictions, but
also, urn, Mr. Graham is on a really short tether, you know. He can't be - be more than
30 days away from a hospital.

JUDGE: You mentioned something earlier, Mr. Walsh, about this is not pyramid, and I-

-I was looking at the rating schedule. Tell me-- tell me your point again.
MR. WALSH: Well, my-- my point is that the skin stands on its ovvn because he gets-he gets banged up by this phlebotomy process every month, and I think that -- that -- that
puncturing and healing of the skin, which is fryable (phonetic) and-- and, you know, is
not in good shape. I mean, you've got-- he's got the skin of a 90-year-old man.

VETERAN: VA, when they issued my first DRO decision on March 29, 20 I 0 stated
they were taking the skin rating of 10 percent back because that was pyramiding and
'

substituting 40 percent for phlebotomies but never, ever incorporated the findings of Dr.
Morgan's July 18, 2008 finding that I was I 00 percent disabled totally.

JUDGE: And-- and he mentioned P&T, permanently and totally--

VETERAN: Well, he didn't say permanent and totally. He just said he's totally disabled

l
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JUDGE: But he (inaudible)-- right.

VETERAN: --analogous to 4.15.

MR. WALSH: And stay out ofthe sun (inaudible).
VETERAN: Stay out of the sun, no heavy lifting, no mechanical trauma.

MR. WALSH: No contusions.
VETERAN: VA-- VA's response to that was 10 percent, and then 40 percent with the
10 percent taken back because they --

MR. WALSH: You can incorporate those in the record, Your Honor.
VETERAN: Please do.

JUDGE: Okay, all right, anything else?

VETERAN: l wish-- would you ask them to please enter in-- change the combat code
on my rating sheet because I do have --

MR. WALSH: Show him your-- show him your (inaudible).

VETERAN: Oh yeah, there you go. Three combat Vs.

JUDGE: Yeah.

-----,
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VETERAN: You don't issue these things. That doesn't-- I came, I saw, and I

conquered.

MR. WALSH: That's a distinguished flying cross, right? That's (inaudible) --

VETERAN: No, that's an outstanding unit citation, but here, I mean, I-- I can't get them

to do anything with it. (Inaudible) the record, it states that (inaudible)--

MR. WALSH: You could (inaudible).

VETERAN: That's my revision, revised 2215--215--

MR. WALSH: You could-- you could (inaudible). And-- and tell-- tell-- tell the judge
why you don't have a purple heart.

VETERAN: Oh, I was flying for Air America that day. (Laughs)

JUDGE: Okay.

VETERAN: And I didn't get an air medal out of there, but that's okay.

MR. WALSH: Damn near killed him, but --

VETERAN: And I' 11 tell you all about it in 2020 when the -- the statute of limitations

runs out.
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JUDGE: I understand. I understand, okay, all right. Anything else? I'll see what -- I'll
see what I can do about it.

VETERAN: Hey, thafs all you can do, Your Honor.

JUDGE: (inaudible).

VETERAN: You-- I might have tasked you with an impossibility, but I don't believe I
did.

MR. WALSH: But, uh, uh, again, uh, I think Mr. Graham wrote an excellent
memorandum of law that was appended to the, uh, October 25,2014 VA-9. They may
have separated it in VBMS. but we've given it to you as an exhibit, Exhibit K, so that you
can, uh, the, uh, staff attorney can look at all of those.

JUDGE: All right. gentlemen, urn, I think we've got marching orders. So ifthere's
nothing further, I'll close the record.

MR. WALSH: Thanks so much for, uh, uh, having XXXTRACK 9XXX us in today on- on such short turnaround, and, urn, this, urn, uh, complies with -- with all the prayers for
relief in the -- in the mandamus, uh, you know, uh, by getting us up to bat on these issues.

I know Mr. Graham would like to put all this in the rem-view mirror and have this behind
him if you could make findings of fact and rulings of law and -- and issue an order in this
and-- and--

VETERAN: 1 want to grow tomatoes in the winter.
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MR. WALSH: Okay. Thank you so much.

JUDGE: All right, the hearing is closed, thank you, gentlemen. Oh, oh, one more thing.

I'm going to AOD this just to make sure that we have that on the record. This will be
advanced on the docket.

MR. WALSH: Okay.
JUDGE: Okay, the hearing is closed.
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